The energy transition is underway

France has committed to a new energy model, a long process initiated following lengthy democratic discussions and finalised in a draft bill on the energy transition. The aim is to put our society on the road to achieving the “factor 4 by 2050”, which, in ADEME’s scenarios, means a 50% drop in energy consumption and the massive rollout of renewable energies in French regions. As a result, this bill takes its cue from the regions, reassures them that they are on the right track, and deploys best practices across the board. ADEME is attentive to the ambitious targets that will be set in the final Act when it is passed, but also the measures liable to create the conditions needed to generate action in our regions and the adoption of the energy transition at all levels. We will need to revisit our governance models to ensure more balanced participation of all public and private stakeholders in supply and demand. The future Act is also central to the energy transition. It will therefore need to come with an action and mobilisation plan and complete other legislative texts, such as those concerning decentralisation and the draft budget. Environmental taxation will have to be one of the drivers for the energy transition while being synonymous with a double economic and ecological payback. /
Philéas, an ambitious project

The Atlantic Challenge team from Nantes (France) with their Philéas project decided to work on the notion of urban sprawl, building rehabilitation and the creation of links between inhabitants. The 1:1 model of an insert for the refurbished building was awarded first prize in the energy efficiency category and second overall in the competition, just one point behind the winning team from Rome (Italy).

Diversified and reliable, all forms of solar energy have a key role to play in the energy transition. ADEME has therefore opted actively to support the development of these technical solutions going forward.

> Technical and Scientific Centre), and was involved in organising events to focus on the close link between technological innovation and the energy transition. Bruno Lechevin, President of ADEME, explained that “energy efficiency, renewable energies and technological innovations are at the heart of the energy transition and ecological approach promoted by the French authorities and the Agency”. The Solar Decathlon was an effective way to promote these topics, an exceptional meeting place to discuss eco-construction and renewable energies, and a focal point for energy innovation in the building industry.

TUNISIAN AND MOROCCAN CONSULTANTS AND THE LEBANESE DELEGATION

Eco-companies were able to take part in meetings organized by the Agency to address sustainable building issues: meetings of the BEEP (Bati-Environnement-Espace-Pro) network, Île-de-France regional conference on renewable energies incorporated into buildings, national meeting of Energy Information Centre consultants, etc. For this event, ADEME welcomed Tunisian and Moroccan consultants to discuss with the French network how to adapt tools like Simul’Conso (simulation of citizens’ energy consumption), and the role of consultants. A delegation from Lebanon (CCEC, the Lebanese Centre for Energy Conservation) also visited the prototypes exhibited at the Solar Decathlon to expand their knowledge of building energy efficiency.

Finally, an information meeting about European inter-programmes was organised by the Agency on 4 July. The day was used to present the financial opportunities available through all European programmes relative to energy and the environment (H2020, COSME, Structural Funds, Life, Interreg, etc.), together with testimonials from French project leaders about European success stories.
NEW CALL FOR EOI FOR RENEWABLE ENERGIES

In 2014, ADEME published a new call for expressions of interest (EOI) in renewable energies. Photovoltaic demonstrator, solar thermal and even hybrid projects are all eligible. In the area of photovoltaic, projects for innovative systems or processes, and new solutions for its integration in buildings are particularly welcome. Solar thermal projects should target buildings, industrial processes and district heating networks. Proposals should be presented by consortiums of industrial firms and research laboratories. The call for EOI closes on 2 October 2015, with two interim project appraisals on 3 September 2014 and 3 March 2015.

www.ademe.fr/appels-propositions
ADEREED / ADEME-BMWi twinning
A successful partnership

In December 2011, ADEME, ADEREE¹ and BMWi² started up a twinning programme funded by the EU to encourage the development of energy efficiency and renewable energies in Morocco.

Morocco is making great strides in its energy efficiency approach, driven by its high energy dependency (97%), and so by the need to improve the security of its supply. After passing the energy efficiency act in 2009 that sets a 12% target for energy consumption reduction by 2020, ADEREE was created in 2011. The twinning programme will work to strengthen the new agency’s institutional and technical capabilities, and support its organisation and operation. It involves some 50 European experts, of whom 40 from ADEME, who were able to contribute to current projects. After 30 months’ work, more than 150 missions completed representing 500 days of expertise on site, over 650 trainee-days and four study visits in France and Germany, this programme is already achieving outstanding results that have embedded the new Agency as a permanent part of Morocco’s energy landscape. The initial numerous discussions aimed to define the Agency’s communication strategy, direct training on public policy tools, develop human resources and IT network management, and explore budget programming.

“Further, the building sector is a huge source of energy savings”, explains Thierry Méraud, ADEME expert seconded to Morocco for the twinning programme. The programme has therefore also sought to encourage the emergence and application of new thermal regulations in new builds, notably by training professionals and ADEREE engineers, tracking pilot demonstration projects and helping to modernise the Agency’s educational GREEN Platform in Marrakech. Support was also provided for the regional and local energy efficiency strategy that ADEREE implemented by introducing innovative approaches at the regional level, such as, the integration of an energy efficiency approach in municipal development plans, the rollout of the first “Energy Information Site” in Chefchaouen, and the launch of a Moroccan energy label project.

In general, the contribution of the twinning experts to the discussions within the context of the energy efficiency conference chaired by ADEREE in 2013 was a significant factor in defining Morocco’s energy strategy for 2030. This initial experience clearly highlighted the interest of such an approach for the Agency. The exchanges with ADEME are set to continue under the forthcoming renewal of the bilateral cooperation agreement between the two agencies, especially since ADEREE has submitted a request for a new twinning phase to the EU’s Delegation in Rabat.

1. Moroccan agency for the development of renewable energies and energy efficiency.
2. German Federal Ministry of Economics and Technology.
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PUBLICATIONS /
ADEME ENERGY TRANSITION SCENARIOS: 2030-2050

In 2012, ADEME pooled its technical and economic resources to draw up energy transition scenarios for 2030-2050, providing in-depth information detailing all hypothetical scenarios, along with a summary including initial content from the macro-economic evaluation.

Ref. 7946 (French) and 7942 (English)
Free to download:
www.ademe.fr/publications

HOW CAN FRENCH AGRICULTURE CONTRIBUTE TO REDUCING GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS?

ADEME and the French Ministries of Agriculture and Ecology commissioned the French National Institute for Agricultural Research (INRA) to conduct a survey of French agriculture. The aim was to identify and analyse ten measures relating to agricultural practices that could potentially help reduce GHG emissions and/or increase carbon storage in soil and biomass. The survey is also available in French.

Free to download:
www.ademe.fr/publications

TO ATTEND /
30 Nov. - 11 Dec. 2015
COP 21 CLIMATE CONFERENCE
PARIS LE BOURGET

The Climate Change Conference (COP 21), to be held in Paris (France) in December 2015, will host nearly 50,000 international stakeholders and delegates.

www.ademe.fr/manifManifestations